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1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents extracts from the book written by Stan Sergiu-Dan “INDRUMĂTOR
DE LUCRĂRI - Programare avansata in MATLAB”, published at EDITURA RISOPRINT in 2018,
which is used for teaching students image processing with MATLAB (Chapter 7) [STA18] and
from the book written by Stan Sergiu-Dan “Programare avansată în MATLAB -Suport de curs”
EDITURA RISOPRINT” in 2019 (Chapter 4) [STA19].

IMAGE PROCESSING IN MATLAB

MATLAB / Simulink provides solutions for image processing, analysis and
development of image algorithms [www1] [www18] [STA18]. The chapter presents aspects
regarding the processing and analysis of images in MATLAB using its functions for the purpose
of acquiring, storing, viewing, changing and exploiting the visual information in images (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Image processing and analysis in MATLAB

MATLAB supports the following types of image formats: BMP (Microsoft Windows
Bitmap), GIF (Graphics Interchange Files), JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group), PCX
(Paintbrush), TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), etc.
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MATLAB functions used in image processing

The following table shows the MATLAB functions used in image processing.

Table 1 MATLAB functions used in image processing
Function

The meaning

imread

Reading an image from various formats

imwrite

Writing a picture

imfinfo

Image information

rgb2gray

Converting an RGB or colomap in gray scale

imshow

Display the image

imbinarize

Binarizing an image

Function imread
The MATLAB syntax for the imread function is as follows [www20]:
I = imread(filename)
I = imread(___,Name,Value)
[I,map] = imread(___)

The imread function will read in the format of a matrix various image formats. Further
details and specifications on the imread function can be found in the official MATLAB
documentation available online at [www20].

Example 1.
%program 1
clear all;
close all;
clc
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I = imread('imagine.jpg');

In order to view the selected image, the following MATLAB image command can be used
and the MATLAB imfinfo command is used to display more information.
>> image(I)
>> info = imfinfo('imagine.jpg');

Fig. 2 Example of using the function imread

>> info = imfinfo('imagine.jpg')
info =
struct with fields:
Filename: 'E:\New Folder\imagine.jpg'
FileModDate: '09-Dec-2018 10:20:26'
FileSize: 5651
Format: 'jpg'
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FormatVersion: ''
Width: 271
Height: 243
BitDepth: 24
ColorType: 'truecolor'
FormatSignature: ''
NumberOfSamples: 3
CodingMethod: 'Huffman'
CodingProcess: 'Sequential'
Comment: {}
Orientation: 1

Function imshow
The MATLAB syntax for the imshow function is as follows [www21]:
imshow(I)
imshow(I,[low high])

The imshow function will display the images. Further details and specifications on the
imshow function can be found in the official MATLAB documentation available online at
[www21].
Example 2.
%program 2
clear all;
close all;
clc
I = imread('imagine.jpg');
imshow(I)
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In order to view the image in a new figure, the MATLAB figure command is used. E.g:

I = imread('imagine.jpg');
figure
imshow(I)

Function rgb2gray
The MATLAB syntax for the rgb2gray function is as follows [www23]:

I = rgb2gray(RGB)
New_img = rgb2gray(New_img)

The rgb2gray function will convert a color image to gray levels. Further details and
specifications on the rgb2gray function can be found in the official MATLAB documentation
available online at [www23].

Example 3.
%program 3
clear all;
close all;
clc

I = imread('imagine.jpg');
imshow(I)
I_gri=rgb2gray(I);
imshow(I_gri)
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Fig. 3 Example of using the rgb2gray function

Function imbinarize

The MATLAB syntax for the join function is as follows [www24]:

I = imread('imagine.jpg');
BW= imbinarize(I);

The join function converts any image to an image with only two values, 0 and 1. Further
details and specifications on the join function can be found in the official MATLAB
documentation available online at [www24].
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Example 4.
%program 4
clear all;
close all;
clc
I = imread('imagine.jpg');
imagine_gri=rgb2gray(I);
BW = imbinarize(imagine_gri);
figure
imshowpair(I,BW,'montage')

Fig. 4 Example of using of the function imbinarize
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Function imwrite
The MATLAB syntax for the imwrite function is as follows [www22]:
imwrite(I,filename)
imwrite(I,map,filename)
The imwrite function saves an image to disk. Further details and specifications on the
imwrite function can be found in the official MATLAB documentation available online at
[www22].

Example 5.
%program 5
clear all;
close all;
clc
I = imread('imagine.jpg');
imagine_gri=rgb2gray(I);
BW = imbinarize(imagine_gri);
figure
imshowpair(I,BW,'montage')
imwrite (255*uint8(BW), 'imagine.bmp', 'bmp');
The image is saved on the disc (fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Example of using the imwrite function
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OpenCV and MATLAB

MATLAB works with the OpenCV image processing package for both algorithm
development, image or video file analysis. The main purpose of the MATLAB-OpenCV
connection is efficiency. MATLAB provides integration with OpenCV through the OpenCV C ++
API package [www25]. OpenCV is a free function library "Open Source Computer Vision
Library".
Further details and specifications on how MATLAB works with OpenCV can be found
in the official MATLAB documentation available online at [www25].

Fig. 6 MATLAB and OpenCV

Image processing in Simulink

In order to process images, Simulink offers the possibility to use the function package
called Computer Vision System Toolbox [www26] [www27]. In fig. 7 and fig. 8 shows the
Simulink blocks corresponding to the Computer Vision System Toolbox function package.
More details on image processing in SIMULINK can be found in the official MATLAB
documentation available online at [www26] [www27].
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Fig. 7 Toolbox Computer Vision System Toolbox

Fig. 8 Simulink blocks from toolbox Computer Vision System Toolbox
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Image processing techniques in MATLAB
The basic functions in image processing in MATLAB are imread, imshow, imtool [www5]
[www6]. It is recommended that at the beginning of each application made in MATLAB to call
the commands for memory release, closing all open windows, cleaning the command window,
respectively clear all; close all; CLC.
For example, the imread [www5] [www7] command is used to read an image.

>> imread(’imagine.jpg’)

Once the image has been read, it can be viewed. In order to display the selected image,
you can use the imshow (most commonly used function for displaying images) or imtool (used
for simple image processing operations) [www5].

Fig. 9 The imtool function used to open a test image

Fig. 10 The imtool function used to open a test image
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Saving an image to a file is done using the imwrite command. For other functions, the
MATLAB documentation available at [www5] is recommended.

EXAMPLES
B1. EXAMPLE OF RECOGNIZING THE DIMENSIONS OF A RECTANGLE IN AN IMAGE
The test image is the following image (Fig. 11). The file name is dreptunghi.jpg.

Fig. 11 Test image

%program 1
%program for recognizing the dimensions of a
%rectangle from an image dreptunghi.jpg

clear all;
close all;
clc

imagine_test = imread('dreptunghi.jpg');
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figure;

imshow(imagine_test);

imagine_gri=rgb2gray(imagine_test);
figure;
imshow(imagine_gri)

prag_gri=graythresh(imagine_gri);

bw=im2bw(imagine_gri,prag_gri);

bw=~bw;
figure;
imshow(bw);

colturi = corner(bw);

figure; imshow(imagine_test);hold on
plot(colturi(:,1), colturi(:,2), 'blue*');
laturaX=colturi(3,1)-colturi(1,1);
laturaY=colturi(2,2)-colturi(1,2);

[L Ne]=bwlabel(bw);
hold on
prop=regionprops(L);
hold on

for n=1:length(prop)
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rectangle('Position',prop(n).BoundingBox,'EdgeColor','g','LineWidth',2)
x=prop(n).Centroid(1);
y=prop(n).Centroid(2);

coordX(n)=prop(n).BoundingBox(1);
coordY(n)=prop(n).BoundingBox(2);

txtX = ['x= ' num2str(laturaX) ' px'];
txtY = ['y= ' num2str(laturaY) ' px'];
text(coordX(n),coordY(n)-10,txtX);
text(coordX(n)-10,coordY(n)+10,txtY) ;

plot(x,y,'*')

end

Fig. 12 Test image
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In order to obtain a binary version of a given image, the method referred to as
threshold detection is used. In MATLAB the function that performs the threshold detection is
called graythresh. Threshold detection automatically calculates a reasonable threshold value
that will be used to convert a multi-step image to a binary image. In order to perform the
actual conversion, the im2bw function is applied.

Fig. 13 Test image after applying the threshold

A binary image resulting from the im2bw command (called bw in this example) is
obtained. It is of the logical class, as can be seen in the whos call.

bw=im2bw(imagine_gri,prag_gri);
A=~bw;
figure;
imshow(A);
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Fig. 14 Test image in binary format

The dimensions of the rectangle are found, the result is shown in fig. 15.

Fig. 15 Test image
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B2. Example of recognizing the radius and center of a circle in an image
The test image is the following image (fig. 8). The file name is cerc.jpg.
clear all;
close all;
clc

imagine_test = imread('cerc.jpg');

figure;

imshow(imagine_test);

imagine_gri=rgb2gray(imagine_test);
figure;
imshow(imagine_gri)

prag_gri=graythresh(imagine_gri);

bw=im2bw(imagine_gri,prag_gri);

A=~bw;

[centers, radii, metric] = imfindcircles(A,[50 100]);

centersStrong5 = centers(1:1,:);
radiiStrong5 = radii(1:1);
metricStrong5 = metric(1:1);
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viscircles(centersStrong5, radiiStrong5,'EdgeColor','r');

centers;
radii

hold on

x=centers(1);
y=centers(2);

txtXX = ['Coordonatele cercului sunt:'];
txtYY = ['Raza cercului este:'];
txtX = ['x= ' num2str(x) ' px'];
txtY = ['y= ' num2str(y) ' px'];
raza = ['r = ' num2str(radii) ' px'];

text(10,20,txtXX);
text(10,80,txtYY);
text(10,40,txtX);
text(10,60,txtY);
text(10,100,raza);

hold off

imagine_test = imread('cerc.jpg');
figure;
imshow(imagine_test);
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Fig. 16 Test image
imagine_gri=rgb2gray(imagine_test);
figure;
imshow(imagine_gri)
In fig. 17 the result obtained is presented.

Fig. 17 The result obtained for the test image

The coordinates of the circle and the radius are displayed on the image.
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